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Adjustabonos, 401-3
Agency for International Development, 100
American depository receipts (ADRs): considered as foreign securities, 250; traded on
over-the-counter market, 245
Arbitrage: arhitrage capital, 276; in central
and eastern European capital markets,
82; in speculative attack on a currency,
426; swapping Brady bonds, 217
Argentina: currency crisis under currency
board system (1995), 435; net capital
inflows (1975-96), 13-18, 118t; real
exchange rate indexes (1970-97), 2224; sterilized intervention used by,
34-35
Balance of payments: accounting with derivatives in capital flows, 404-5; capital and
current accounts in Czech Republic,
103-6; crises related to reversals of capital flows in, 387; effect of capital inflows
on current account, 28-30, 125; effect of
derivative transactions on capital account, 215; effect of monetary and fiscal
policy on, 384; Japan’s current and capital accounts, 160-62; Thai current account deficit (1995-96), 184; yen exchange rate relation to Japan’s, 160-67
Baltic nations: economic and structural indicators (1990-97), 59-60; external and fiscal debt, 85-89; foreign direct investment
(1989-96), 66-68
Bank for International Settlements (BIS): data
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on currency composition of derivatives,
156; rules of, 377
Banking system: China, 187; Czech Republic,
107, 109; Japan, 163-65; Mexico,
188-89
Banking system, international: policy development compared to domestic banking policy, 373-74; in speculative attack on
weak currency, 398-400. See also Bank
lending, syndicated
Bank lending: cross-border, 199-214; decline
of traditional (1985-94), 205-6
Bank lending, syndicated: differences from
capital market financing, 21 1-12; emerging and mature market entities borrowing
from, 202-5; participation in debt securities market, 208,21 I ; in resolution of sovereign debt crises, 218-19
Banks: financial technology affects role of,
227; intermediating cross-border financing, 191; local and retail, 22X; role in
exchange rate crises, 218; role of Latin
American, 37-39; supervision and regulation of, 222-25, 233-34; suppliers of
credit to leverage high-risk capital,
217-18; as suppliers of derivatives, 207;
universal, 227-28; unregulated, 228;
weakness in many countries, 224
Bask Committee: principles for banking supervision, 223, 41 I; risk-weighted capital
requirement, 219
Bonds: Brady bonds, 189,217, 224; fixed
rate, 212
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Borrowing. See Lendinghorrowing
Brady bonds: arbitrage using swaps, 217; foreigners and Mexican nationals holding,
189; spreads on, 224
Brady plan: debt reduction agreements under,
10-11; Latin American countries’ eligibility for, 10
Brazil: capital control policy, 126; capital inflows (1992-96), 119; fiscal and current
account deficits, 51-52; foreign direct investment in, 351-53; net capital inflows
(1975-96), 13-18; real exchange rate indexes (1970-97), 22-24; Real plan, 52;
short-term debt position, 54-55; Volkswagen’s FDI in, 351-53
Bubbles, financial, 188
Capital: arbitrage capital, 276; declining cost
of, 229; liberalization affects cost of,
265-69; in liberalized capital market,
260-69; restrictions on, 21-22
Capital-asset pricing model (CAPM), international, 267
Capital controls: Brazil, 52; effectiveness of,
52-53, 175; inflows circumventing,
395-97; to limit capital inflows, 125-26;
in some Latin American countries, 12,30
Capital flows: effect on equity valuation of,
281-90; effects of capital mobility,
261-62; Latin American countries’ regulation of, 20-22; pre-World War I,
3 11-13; short-term, 224. See also Capital
inflows; Capital outflows; Foreign direct
investment (FDI); Lendinghorrowing;
Portfolio investment
Capital flows, international: advantages of,
407; composition and direction (199095), 246-48; derivative products in, 386,
389-95; differences in behavior of,
319-26; of direct investment capital, 308;
function of, 307-8; “Incompatible Trinity” (Mundell), 384; influence of global
and local factors on, 254; total annual
(1980-96), 329; volume of (1993-95),
375-76. See also Host countries
Capital inflows: to central and eastern European countries, 83-89; China’s attraction
and management of, 178-81; circumventing capital controls on, 395-97; circumventing prudential regulations on,
395-97; developing countries and emerging markets (1990s), 112-14; effect of
policy allowing, 382-83; effect of restric-

tions in Chile, 30-32; macroeconomic
consequences and responses in Latin
American countries, 22-37; policy to restrict, 383-85; private flows into developing countries, 254,257-58; short-term,
42; size related to domestic saving, 2; to
Southeast Asian countries (1988-95),
113-16; sustainability, 25-30; translation
into RER appreciation, 24-27; Ukraine
and Bulgaria, 74-75
Capital markets: central and eastern Europe,
82; Czech Republic, 107-8; derivatives in
international, 214-18; differences in financing from syndicated bank lending,
211-12; direct borrowing from international, 193; effect of liberalization of,
260-69; emerging and mature markets
borrowing from, 192-214; Latin
America, 20-30; liberalization of international, 260-69; offshore, 376-77; participation of centrally planned economies in,
59
Capital outflows: from Argentina (1995), 435;
derivatives in crisis-driven, 397-404;
from Southeast Asian countries (1997),
112-13
Central banks: Bank of Japan foreign exchange intervention, 166-67; Bank of Japan role in monetary policy decisions,
136-40; foreign exchange intervention
drawbacks, 408; intervention and sterilization of foreign reserves, 383; intervention in speculative attack on currency,
399-400, 450-51; Mexican foreign reserves in currency crisis (1994), 401; role
in Thai baht crisis (1997), 127-29
Cetes (Mexican peso-denominated debt instruments), 39,49-50
Chile: capital control policy, 30-32, 126,455;
capital inflows (1975-96), 13-18, 119t,
124; determinants of capital inflows to,
19; domestic banks, 38; exchange rate
band, 36-37; real exchange rate indexes
(1970-97), 22-24
China: banking system, 187; capital flows to,
113, 115; currency devaluation (1994),
182; foreign direct investment to, 187;
Japanese foreign direct investment to,
122; US.foreign direct investment to,
347-48; Volkswagen’s FDI in, 355-57
CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States):
economic and structural indicators
(1990-97), 59-60; economic reforms,
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76-77; external and fiscal debt, 85-89;
foreign direct investment in, 66-68,
76-78; lending and bond issues, 68-70.
See also Former Soviet Union; Russia
Colombia: capital control policy, 30-33; economic reforms, 5-6; exchange certificates
(certificados de cambio), 34, 36; net capital inflows (1975-96), 13-18, 119t; real
exchange rate indexes (1970-97), 22-24;
short-term securities (OMAs), 34; sterilized intervention used by, 34-36
Contagion: among emerging markets, 276; arbitrage capital, 276; conditions for, 27780,414; in cross-market in Latin
America, 19; effect of portfolio diversification on, 230; in European ERM crisis
(1992-93), 430-31; in Mexican currency
crisis (1994-95), 111, 275-76; potential
effect of foreign equity investment on,
254; question of, 7; reducing, 226; related to Southeast Asian currency crises,
174-75.430-31,436-37; stock moves,
270; in Thai baht crisis, 177, 437; traditional view, 276. See ulso Mai Thai hangover; Tequila effect
Currency: arbitrage in speculative attack on,
426; choice in internationaltrade of invoice currency, 148-49; convertibility in
Czech Republic, 103-7; depreciation of
U.S. dollar, 346-47; deutsche mark as international currency, 135; international
use of, 136; Mexican devaluation of
(1994), 434; shift in exchange rate policy
in Czech Republic, 102-8; speculative attacks on weak, 398-400; underutilization
of yen, 133-35; U.S. dollar as dominant
international, 135. See ulso Currency crises; Foreign exchange markets; Invoicing, currency; Speculativeattacks; Yen
Currency boards: Argentina, 435; debate related to use of, 463; Hong Kong, 437
Currency crises: canonical crisis model,
422-24; conditions for, 173-74; European ERM (1992-93), 421,430-34,460,
463-64; factors influencing severity of,
230; herding and reverse herding behavior, 428-30; macroeconomic impact,
437-38; markets and central banks in,
229-30; Mexico and Latin American
(1994-95), 6, 19-20,25-30,38-39,5051,111, 129, 188-89, 193,275,400,
407-8,421,430,434-36.460-61; prevention, 439-40; second-generationmod-

els describing, 438; self-fulfilling,
427-28; Southeast Asian countries
(1990s). 3-4,6, 111-12, 174, 183-86,
407-8,421,430,436-37; Thai baht
(1997), 50, 126-31, 177, 183-86,421,
437,454-55. See also Contagion; Debt
crises; Intervention operations; Speculative attacks
Czech Republic: capital formation, 104; currency convertibility, 103-7; current and
capital accounts, 103-6; exchange rate
system, 102-8; lending and bond issues,
68-70; member of OECD, 103; portfolio
investment, 70-74; Volkswagen’s FDI in,
353-55
Data sources: of BIS on currency composition
of derivative products, 156; for capital
flows in eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union, 63; US. Treasury data on
U.S. foreign equity holdings, 250-51,
253
Debt: resolution of crises related to sovereign,
218; short-term, 49-51; yen as share of
sovereign debt, 147-48. See also Bonds;
Cetes (Mexican peso-denominated debt
instruments);Derivatives; Tesobonos
(dollar-denominated debt instruments)
Debt, external: central and eastern European
economies, 85-89; of Czech Republic,
105; Mexico, 7, 9, 39; reduction in Latin
American countries (1980s). 9-11; Southeast Asian countries (1996), 120-22;
Thailand (1995-96), 184
Debt crises: Chile (1982), 38; Latin America
(1980s), 3,9-10, 20,49,407,430; Mexico (1982), 7,9, 39. See also Currency
crises
Debt securities: risk sharing by syndicated
banks, 208,211; syndicated loans and investment in, 211
Derivatives: currency composition of OTC exchange rate derivatives, 156-59; IMF Informal Group on Financial Derivatives,
4041120; as risk management instruments,
155-56; role in reallocation of risk,
418-19; to sell short a given currency,
49-50; use in developing countries, 418
Derivatives market: advantages and effect of,
227-29; cross-border, 214-20; financial
technology permits, 227; growth of, 227,
232,234; identification of products of,
387-88; in Mexican currency crisis
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Derivatives market (cont.)
(1994), 400-403; over-the-counter
(OTC), 217,388-89; problems associated with, 386-87. See also Forward contracts; Options; Structured notes; Swaps
Developed countries: allocation of FDI stocks
(1980-95), 332-33; equity market diversification in, 238-41; FDI flow (198395). 333-35. See also Mature markets
Developing countries: allocation of FDI stock
(1980-95), 332-33; effect of financial
market liberalization, 258; effect of privatization in, 258; equities markets in,
242-44; equity flows (1990-95),
244-48; FDI flow (1983-95). 333-35;
FDI in top ten (1995). 335-36; net capital flows to (1977-941,257-58; net private capital flows to (1990s), 112-14;
shift from official loans to private capital
inflows, 254; use of derivatives in, 418.
See also Emerging markets; spec@
countries
DFI (direct foreign investment). See Foreign
direct investment (FDI)
Direct investment. See Foreign direct investment (FDI)
Diversification: effect on equity markets of
global, 236, 238-41; portfolio, 230; potential benefits of international, 2-3
Dollar-yen contracts, 158
EBRD. See European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU): European countries entering, 439
Economic performance: in pre-1997 Southeast
Asian countries, 111; related to capital inflows in Southeast Asia, 123-24; Southeast Asian countries (1 996 to present),
182-83; in Thailand (1980-97), 126-30
Economic policy: Czech Republic, 102-8; reforms in central and eastern European
countries, 76-79; reforms in Latin American countries, 5,6, 10-12. See also Exchange rate regimes; Monetary policy
Emerging markets: borrowing from banks,
193-99; demand for capital in, 242-53;
investment in, 242-44, 258-59; lending
in Latin America, 195f; returns from,
265; seeking capital market financing,
193-202; stock co-movements in,
270-75; syndicated lending in Asian,
193-95; U.S. portfolio flows to, 294-303

Enforcement: of international lending rules,
372-78; of sovereign default, 378-81
Equities: effect of capital flows on value of,
281-90; home bias in holdings of foreign, 248-53, 263-65; risk in diversified
portfolio, 265-67; U.S. investors’ share
of foreign, 294n3; values with capital
market liberalization, 264-65. See also
Portfolio investment; Risk
Equity markets: correlations between returns
in developed countries, 240; cross-border
equity flows, 244-53; determinants of
U S . foreign equity investment, 254; factors contributing to growth of international, 237-45; globalization of U.S.
equity portfolios, 294; interconnections,
269-80 international portfolio flows
(1977-98). 257-58; as means of external
finance, 246-47; monthly returns in developed country, 239; price co-movements, 270-73; problems of emerging,
297; shift in saving toward investment in,
242; Wall Street/City of London consensus on policy related to, 296-97; Wasbington consensus on policy related to,
296. See also Derivatives; Emerging
markets; Mature markets; Portfolio investment
Europe, central and eastern: capital markets,
82, 107-8; economic and structural indicators (1990-97), 59-60; foreign direct
investment in, 66-78, 83-84; recent investment in, 360. See also specijic
countries
Europe, eastern: net capital flows to (1980s), 57
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD): investments of, 90-93;
investor survey, 93-94
European Monetary System (EMS): ERM crisis (1992-93), 421,430-34,460.
463-64; exchange rate mechanism
(ERM), 425; inter-EMS trade, 444; intervention within, 166
European Union (EU): Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), 439
Exchange rate band: Chile, 36-37; Mexico,
43-44
Exchange rate markets. See Foreign exchange
markets
Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM), 415,421,
425,430-34,460,463-64
Exchange rate regimes: Chile’s nominal exchange rate flexibility, 36-37; Czech Re-
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public, 102-8; debate related to, 463; effect on capital flows in Latin American
countries, 30-37; with linkages in common trade areas, 54; question of appropriate, 45; RER appreciation under different, 24-27; robustness required of,
459-60
Exchange rates: canonical crisis model of defense of, 422-24; costs of volatility, 447;
EMS/ERh4 crisis (1992-93). 421,43034,460,463-64; fallacy related to effect
on FDI, 342-44; hedging instruments,
154-55; herding effects with fixed, 430;
Japanese foreign exchange intervention,
166-67; second-generation models in defense of, 424-26,438; volatility of, 44152; yen behavior, 154. See also Currency;
Foreign exchange market; Hedging; Real
exchange rate (RER); Risk; Yen

FDI. See Foreign direct investment (FDI)
Federal Reserve Board: effect of tightening
(1994), 46,49,55; intervention operations, 166; provision of liquidity, 231-32
Financial bubbles, 188
Financial flows. See Capital flows
Financial Institutions Development Fund
(FIDF), Thailand, 127
Financial markets: effect of liberalizationin
developing countries, 258; factors responsible for imperfect, 378; liberalizationof
Japanese, 137-40; regulation of, 233; relation of direct and portfolio investment
to, 308-9; role of yen, 167; Thailand,
183
Fiscal policy: differences in tax rules in eastem European countries, 91; Tobin tax,
45 1
Foreign direct investment (FDI): advantages
of, 2-3; to Asian countries (1990s), 112;
bilateral stocks and flows in United
States, Europe, and Japan (1995),
336-37; changing composition from official to private, 172; changing role of,
350-58; in Czech Republic, Hungary,
and Poland (late 1990s), 58; definitions
and measurement of, 309-11,331; determinants of flow of, 109; in eastern Europe and CIS countries, 66-78,83-84;
fallacies about, 337-45; in former Soviet
Union (1989-96), 66-68; inward and outward capital flows, 308; inward and outward in United States, 312-14; Japanese

(1985-96), 165-66; motive for, 78-79; origins and destinationsof (1970-84), 31719, 327t, 328t; ownership, location, and
internalizationframework, 331; preWorld War I, 311-13; relation to financial
markets in home and host countries,
308-9; role in international capital flows,
307; to Russia (late 1990s). 58; sources
and destinationsof in- and outflows
(1970-84), 327-28; in total international
investment flows (1970-84), 314-16,
327t; trends in (1980-95), 332-37,
345-48; in United States (1980 to present), 345-47; U.S. outward, 317-19; vertical, 79; Volkswagen’s experience in Brazil, Czech Republic, China, 351-57. See
also Portfolio investment
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control
Law (1980), Japan, 138
Foreign exchange intervention. See Intervention operations
Foreign exchange markets: currency composition, 141-43; efficiency of, 428; proposed capital levies on transactions in,
451; speculative attacks, 398-400. See
also Currency crises; Intervention operations; Speculativeattacks
Foreign reserves: central bank intervention
and sterilization of, 383; effect and offsetting of increase in, 382-83; in Mexican currency crisis (1994), 401; yen as reserve currency, 143-44
Former Soviet Union: foreign direct investment (1989-96), 66-68; net private and
official capital flows to (1992-97), 5758,61t, 65-66
Forward contracts, 387,389,397; derivatives
as, 156-58; in foreign exchange speculative attacks, 398-400; offered by Thailand’s central bank, 129-30
Global Depositiory Receipts, 250
Grassman’s law, 148, 160
Hedging: exchange rate risk, 134, 154-59; in
internationalcapital market, 2; macrohedge funds, 218
Home bias. See Equities
Hong Kong economy, 461-62
Host countries: characteristicsrelevant for
FDI, 78-79; contribution of capital flows
to, 2; preference for FDI, 122; using capital controls, 125-26
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Hotelling model of exhaustible resource pricing, 422
Hungary: foreign direct investment in, 66-68;
portfolio investment, 70-74
Indonesia: capital inflows (1970-94). 115,
117-18; Japanese FDI to, 122-23; U.S.
portfolio investment in, 298
Information, asymmetric: debtor’s communication with, 381; problems for foreign lenders with, 372-78; resulting in home bias,
283-84
International Monetary Fund (IMF): conditionality provided by, 462; Emergency Financing Mechanism, 223; loans to Latin
American countries (1980s), 9-10; loan
to Thailand, 129-30; New Arrangement
to Borrow, 223; rescue package to Mexico (1995), 461
Intervention operations: Argentina, 34-35;
Bank of Japan, 166-67; of central bank,
383, 399-400,408,450-51; Colombia,
34-36; conditions for sterilized and
unsterilized, 125; within European
Monetary System, 166; Mexico, 34-36;
moral hazard of, 225; sterilized, 30, 32,
34-36
Investment: in debt securities, 21 1; of EBRD
in central and eastern European countries, 90-96; errors in net purchase data
(US. positions), 250-51; experience of
EBRD, 90-93; foreign direct investment
in total international, 314-16; in mutual
funds, 2,242; in Russia, 97-102; of
TUSRIF, 100; in the Ukraine and Bulgaria, 74-75; U.S.positions in foreign
equities, 248-50. See also Foreign direct
investment (FDI); Portfolio investment
Invoicing, currency: among G-6 countries,
149-50; choice of currency for, 148-49;
implications for Japan’s current account,
162; questionnaire for Japanese practices,
168-70; yen as currency for, 134-35,
150-52. 167
Japan: expanded bond market (1970s), 138;
fallacy about FDI in, 337-40; financial
market liberalization (1972-98), 137-40;
foreign direct investment from (199095), 122-23; inflation in, 136-37; longand short-term capital outflows, 161t,
163-66; monetary policy decision mak-

ing in, 136-40. See also Invoicing, currency; Yen
Latin American countries: Brady plan, 10-1 1 ;
capital inflows and real exchange rates relationships (1980-97), 22-30; capital mobility in, 20-30; economic reforms
(1990s), 5-6; effect of capital inflow
surges and responses to, 22-37; effect of
Mexican debt crisis on (1980s), 7, 9; effect of monetary and exchange rate policy on capital flows, 30-37; investment
in, 1; Japanese FDI to, 122-23; marketoriented reforms (1990s). 10, 12; net resource transfers (1975-96), 12-13; net
total capital inflows (1975-96), 12-18; official capital flows to (1960~-1970s),8;
official capital inflows (1980-96), 12-13;
primary market financing during Mexican crisis (1993-97), 213-14; private capital flows resume (1990s), 12; private capital flows to (1980s), 8-9; private pension
funds, 299. See also Contagion; Currency
crises; Tequila effect; speciJc cowltries
Lender-of-last-resort concept, 223
Lendinghorrowing: advantages of domestic
over foreign lenders, 372-73; adverse selection of borrowers, 373; to Asian countries, 120-22; with asymmetric information, 363-72; by banks to mature and
emerging markets, 192-214; to centrally
planned economies, 59; of commercial
banks following FDI, 79-83; of commercial banks in central and eastern Europe,
68-70; economy allowing only domestic
or foreign, 374-77; foreign lending for
capital-poor country, 376-77; to Latin
American countries (1996). 120-22; lenders of last resort, 223-24; levels of syndicated bank lending, 192-93; short-term,
49-51; of United States to foreign countries, 314. See also Bank lending, syndicated; Banks; Capital markets
Lending/borrowing. international: commercial
banks intermediating, 191; effect of domestic monetary policy on, 382-85; effect of sovereign risk on, 379; factors
influencing changes in bank lending,
199-214; information and enforcement,
372-78; lending role of banks, 192-99;
macroeconomic aspects of, 378-85

